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In this paper we study the notions of scannable spectrum and roll of a spectral tree, which 
appeared in slightly different form tn [3] and [5] respxtively. One of the main result:,: scannable 
spectra necessarily have fully closed projections and spectra of length so with fully closed 
/projections are scannable. The technique of scannablr: spectra is used, when we study the new class 
of fully separable spaces. We prove that the statement - every fully separable ahnost perfectly 
normal compact space has, cardinality SC - is independent of EC. 
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All spaces, considered in this paper, are calmpact Hausdorff I, AlE given maps are 
onto. 
A simple map f : X + Y, that is a map, whilzh has at mca;t one non-trivial inverse 
image f-’ y, is the simplest example cf a fully cliosed map. A libre-produci f : X + Y of 
a family (X, 5 Y) consisting of simple maps, gives us athe most general example of 
a fully closed map (Corollary 4.16). 
Every map Y LX can be considered as an inverse spectrum of length 2. A family 
T = { Y :EXa} is a simplest example of a spectral tree a ncl its fibre-product Y LX 
is a roll of the spectral tree T. 
An inverse spectrum S is scannable if it is a roll S(T) of a simple spectral tree T. A 
scanning of S is a saturated spectral tree T = T(S), such that S = !?(T). 
In this paper we give a detailed description of fully closed maps and 
scannable spectra. A scannable spectrum is virtually the same as 
“, which was introduced in [3]. Then the war 
“, was unsatisfactorily translated as upturnable [S]. A roll is 
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virtually the same as “ crrepmca “, which was introduced in [S] and [6]. This was 
translated as a convolution [5]. 
One of the main results of this paper states: Scannable spectra necessarily have 
fully closed projections and spectra of length SW with fully closed projections are 
scannable. 
The notions of a scannable spectrum and a roll of a spectral tree were use 
[3,4,5,6], where various examples of topological spaces were constructed. 
emark. The axiom 0, which was assumed in [4] and [6], is equivalent o 
Jensen’s principle 0 [7]. Indeed, clearly 0 implies @ and @ implies both CH and 
Ostaszewski’s principle + [9]. On the other hand, K. Devlin observed that CH+ 
+ Li;,Q (see [14]). 
emark. The principle A, arid the axiom F from [S] are false as x. Kunen justly 
remarked. They lack one condition, which disappeared, when the paper was 
abridged in the absence of the author. A corr-ec1: formulation is the following. 
Let K be a regular cardinal and T c P(K). The set T is called normal if there is an 
increasing sequence {Ta : a < K} such that 
(a) T,cTandIT,I=la!lforeverya<K. 
(b) STcy = u{ Tat : 0’ < a} for every limit ordinal a! < K. 
(c) Tla!=(tnar:t~T}=T~icu foreverycc<K. 
Principle A, (B). For every regular cardinal K and every stationary set B c K there 
is a sequence (TV : a E B), 70: c P(a) such thal: for every normal set T c P(K) the set 
1 a! : Tar = T 1 a} is stationary in K. 
Axiom F is equivalent o A,,. 
It is not difficult, using a bijection WI--, 01 x al, to prove that axiom F is equivalent 
to Jensen’s principle 0. The situation with A,(B) is analogous. Thus the principle 0 
was in fact used in [S] for a construction of hereditarily separable heredlitarily normal 
compact space X with cardinality 2’. 
The space X, just mentioned, has the following properties: 
(1) X is fully separable (see Definition 6.7); 
(2) every closed perfect su’bset of X is a r&set; 
(3) if x E fi\{x}, i = 1,2, where E are cloz,ed, then there is a closed Gs-set F such 
thatxEFcF1nF2. 
Spaces with properties (2) and (3) will e cdlbed almost perfectly normal. This 
terminology is justified by the following: 
3. osi~ion. Every compact first countable almost perfectly normal space is 
perfectly normal. 
roof. If F is closed and uncountable, then its set of condensation points, denoted 
F*, is closed and (by first countabili:y) perfect. By property (2) we may write F\F* as 
UT=* F, with each Fn closed. By definition of F* each Fn is countable aind so the 
Proposition follows from the next Lemma which will be of interest o us later. 
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If A is a Ga and B is a countable set of points of countable character, then 
Let A = 0 G, for some descending sequence of open sets; let & = B\G,. Let 
be a neighbourhood base of the compact set B,. Choose open sets 6: 
inductively so that B, c Gz and for n cm 
This is possible since e very b E B, has a neighbourhood G(b) satisfying 
GWc Gn ifbdI&,(n<m), 
G(b) = Bn.m if b E B,,, (n < m). 
Now AU B = n(G,,(IG:), for if x&4 u B then for some N, x~ GN. Moreover, 
x& BN,k for some k sV. But Gz\Gk c GN u (Gz\GN) c GN u BN,~, hence xlf Gz u 
Gk* 
In the last part of the paper we prove: 
Theorem 6.13 (MA t -1CH). Every fully separable almost perfectly normal space is 
perfectly normal and so has cardinality sc. 
Thus the statement: 
Every fully separable almost perfectly normal space has cardinality SC is 
independent of ZFC. 
The technique of scannable spectra is used essentially. We introduce the class of 
C-spaces, which contains all fully separable spaces, and in fact prove Theorem 6.13 
for almost perfectly normal separable C-space X with cc(X) s O. 
The class of all C-spaces is much wider than the class of all fully separable spaces. 
For example, there are many C-spaces, which do not satisfy the Souslin condition. If 
the Souslin continuum exists, then there exists a non-separable perfectly normal 
C-space. 
The following questions arise: 
Problem 1. It is true that every C-space X with cc(X) GO is fully separable? 
Problem 2. It is true that every fully separable (almost perfectly normal) space has 
cardinality 62”*? 
Problem 3. Is is true That every hereditarily separable (hereditarily normal) space 
has cardinality <2”‘? 
A positive solution of Problem 3-would give us that the statement: 
Every hereditarily separable hereditarily normal compact space has cardinality 
SC. 
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is independent of ZFC (see [5]). At present we can state this only if we replace “SC” 
by “~2”” (see [S] and [ 111). 
2. Fully closed maps 
nitionr [I]. A map f : X + Y is called fully closed at a point y E Y if for any 
ring(U;:i=l,..., s} of its inverse image f-‘y by sets open in X, the set 
{y)u(US=i f”Ui) is open in Y. [Recall that if AcX, then f#A =(fa:f*fa CA}.] 
We shall also say, that f : X + Y is fully closed at a point x E X, if f is fully closed at fx. 
If f : X + Y is fully closed at every point y E Y, then f is called fully closed. We note 
that f” U is open for U open when f is fully closed. 
Example. TG fix the reader’s ideas, it may be helpful to refer to the example with X 
the lexicographic square, Y the interval [0, l] and f the projection (x, y)-,x. It is 
easily verified that f is fully closed. The relevance of this observation is that if X is 
thought of as a “fattened up” version of Y (each point of Y being replaced by a 
segment) then the “collapsing map” f is particularly well-behaved. Indeed, we shall 
soon see that, since f is fully closed, X may be obtained from a family of simple 
fattenings of Y in which only one point of Y is replaced by a segment and the other 
points are left alone. We have already noted in the introduction that simple maps are 
fully closed. Our general objective is to build spaces by an inductive process 
(formalized in the notion of spectral trees) whereby spaces are fattened up step by 
step so that the relevant “collapsings” form a transitive system of fully closed maps. 
a [2]. Let f : X + Y and g : Y + Z be maps, such that gf is fully closed. 
Then g is also fuCly closed. 
2.3. Lemma. A map f : X + Y is fully closed at a point y E: Y if and only if for every 
open UcXtheset Uy= (U n f-‘y) u f-‘f”U is also open. 
Necessity is proved in [ 11. Sufficiency is proved in [ 121. 
a [6]. Let f : X + Y and g : Y + Z be maps, such that gf is fully closed at the 
pointzEZ’andletyEg_‘r.IfeitherIg-’gyI= 1 or if-‘yl= l~henfisfullyclosedaty. 
Let f : X + Y be a fully closed map and let 
@=If-‘Y~zy:yf Y) 
be a family of fully closed maps. Let 
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Then A@ is a decomposition of the space X. The quotient space with respect to this 
decomposition will be denoted by Y @, the quotient map X -+ Y@ by f”, Since A@ 
refines the decomposition A+ = {f-’ y : y E Y}, there is a unilque map GJ Q, : Y@ + Y 
such that f = ~r”f”. 
a. The space Y@ is Hausdorff and the map f @ : X + Y @ is fu#y closed. 
roof. If zl, 22 E Y@ and &i # &2, then (*@)-‘U1 and (~@)-l U2, where U1 and 
U2 are disjoint neighbourhoods of n@zl and 7r@z2 respectively, will be disjoint 
neighbourhoods of zi and ~2. Now let w@zr = 7r0z2 = y. Then ( f@)-lzl and (f@)-lzZ 
are disjoint compact subsets of X. Let Ur and U2 be corresponding disjoint 
neighbourhoods. We put Vi =(f@)“Ur, i - 1,2. Since (f@)-‘zi c Uy, we, have 
zi E Vi. Moreover VI n V2 = 0. It remains to show that Vi is a neighbourhood of zi, 
that is (f @)-l Vi is open. We have 
= ((f@)_‘(f@)“ui nf-‘y)uf_‘f#U. 
SO we have to check that every point x E (f@)-*(f@)“Ui n f-‘y = ‘Vi is an interior 
point of (f@)-’ Vi. The set ‘Vi is open in f-‘y, since ‘Vi = c/P,‘~; (Vi n f-‘y). Hence 
there is an open set W, CX such that Wi n f-'y = 'Vi. Therefore W, n U’y Is a 
neighbourhood of x, which is contained in (f @)-l Vi. Thus Y@ is Hausdorff. 
To prove that f@ is fully closed one needs to show that for every open U c X and 
every z E Y@ the set U” is open. Since Y@ is Hausdorff, f@’ is closed and so 
(f@)-‘(f@)“U is open, since (f@)"U = Y@\f@(X\U). Hence we have to check that 
every point x E U n (f@)-'z is an interior point of U’. Let y = 7P’z = fx, V = 
U n f-'y. The map ay : f-‘y + (?r@)-‘y is fully closed, hence by Lemma 2.3 there is 
an open set WI c X such that 
(0) XE W*nf-‘yc(~;lznV)u~,‘~y#V 
Let W2 = WI n Uy. We shall show that x E W2 c U’. It is clear that x E W2, because 
Further, 
t remains only to show that WI 17 U n f-‘y c U”. In view of (0) it is sufficient to 
check that 
(&‘z n V)u&?&VC U’. 
&‘z 17 V = U&‘Z n U == (f@)-‘z n &/ c u’. 
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On the other hard 
45;l4i~V=(f~)-l(fO)#(eJnJ-‘y)c u’. 
Lemma 2,5. is proved. 
Let @y ={f-‘yr “’ --+ 2,~ : y’ E Y} be a family, such that 
Zy~={y’) ify’#y, 
2, =f’y and & = lf-ly. 
Then we denote Y @‘, Is@‘, way by Y;, fy, or; respectively. Sometimes we shall also 
use the notations: Yy for Y; and V’ for ~rfy. 
pie. If, as in 2.1. above, X is the lexicographic square, Y is [0, 1] and y is a 
chosen point of Y then Yy can be identified with the subspace ([0, l]x{O}) u 
({y} x [O, 11) trlf X (that is, a segment plus a spike with a lexicographic topology). Then 
f’ and ?ry would be the obvious retractions onto Yy and Y respectively. Thus fY 
collapses X to a one-point fattening of Y about y. 
From Lemma 2.5 we obtain: 
2.6. Corollary [2]. If f : X + Y is a fully closed map and y E Y, then the space Y ’ is 
Hausdorff and the map fy : X + Yy is fully closed. 
2.7. Lemma [12]. If f : X + Y is a map, such that Yy is Hausdorff for the point y E Y, 
then f is fully closed at y. 
2.8. Lemma. Let f : X + Yand g : Y + 2 be fully closed maps, such thatgfis also fully 
closed and let z E 2. Then the map g’f : X + 2’ is also fully closed. 
roof. Let y E g-‘z. The proof proceeds by reference to some intermediate fatten- 
ings about y and z. We first introduce these formally and, before continuing with the 
proof, illustrate them in a particular case with a view to clarifying the notation. We 
consider the following diagram 
f 
X 
The map h = gn; is fully closed by Lemma 2.2. (3~ we consider the 
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(2) 
There is a unique map k : Z;I + 2: such that & = arik. SO we have the commutative 
cliagram 
(3) 
Let us examine this formal diagram when X is the lexicographic ube (order-e;! by 
first difference in the three coordinates), Y the lexicographic square and .Z the unit 
interval with f projecting onto the first two coordinates and gV similarly, projecting 
from Y onto the first coordinate. The formal diagram above may be replaced by the 
self-explanatory picture (see Fig. 1.). Now we are ready to prove that g’f is fully 
closed. If x E 2: and I(lr~)%r:xI = 1, then g’f is fully closed at x’ by Lemma 2.4.W~ 
let I(lr:)-‘lr3l> 1. Then (g’)-‘x =y E g-k Let {Vi: i = 1,. . . , s} be a finite cover- 
ing of the set (g’f)-*x = fly by sets open in X By definition fY If’ y is a one-to-one 
correspondence. Consequently the open family {(f’)“Ui : i = 1, . . . , s) is a covering 
of the set (~7)~‘y = (g%/)-‘x = (kh *)%. Further, (~ri)-‘y c kl-lz, so h’ I (.pyj)-ly is 
a one-to-one correspondence. Therefore the open family {(h ‘)“(fy)” Ui : i L-, 
1 9***9 s} is a covering of the set h”(rrj)-‘y = k-*x. The map k is fully closed, since 
it can have only one non-trivial inverse image k-*x. Hence {x}u 
(UiBIk “(h ‘)“(fY)” Ui) is open But kh’f’ = g’f (look at diagram (3)) and 
k #(h ‘)#( f’)” = (kh ‘f’)“. Thus g’f is fully closed at x. Lemma 2.8 is proved. 
a. Let S = (x0, rrf: a, QI’ E A} nnd S’ = (U,, p$: CY, cu’~ A} be inverse 
spectra on the same directed set A, which satisfies the following condition : for each 
countab!e set B c A there is an IY E A such that Q! 3 fi jbr aI1 B E B (for exampk, a 
well-ordered set A with cf A 3 01 has this property). I’F : S + S’ (is a morphis(ut, whick 
consists of fully closed maps, then lim F: lim S + lim S’ is also fully closed. 
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Fig. 1. 
It follows from Definition 2.1 that a map f : X -, Y is fully closed if and only if 
for any finite open covering {U,: i = 1, . . . , s} of X the set Y\(J:= 1 f”Ui is discrete 
and so finite. Let lim F = h Iim S’ = Y and let { Ui : i = 1, . . . , s) be an open covering 
of X = lim SC We suppose that the set @ = Y\IJs= 1 f# Ui is infinite. By the hypothesis 
on A, for some Q! E A the set pa@ is infinite. Hence pp@ is infinite for all p a cy. But 
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Now we can take 0 2 cy such that {7r$ Ui: i = 1, . . . , sj is a covering of X,,. Sin.ce 
Ys\ Uizl fpXm;LJi is infinite and f. is fully closed we have a contradiction. Lemma 
2.9 is proved. 
2.10. Example. There exists a mor hism F : S + S’ from a countable inverse spec- 
trum S = {X,, $ : m, n E O} to a countable inverse spectrum S’ = { Y,, py : m, n E &I} 
such that all fn E F are fully closed, but lim F is not fully closed. 
The spaces Y,, = (yi, . . . , yn} and Xn = {xi, . . . , xn, ~1, . . a , yn} are finite. The map 
*:+I sends x~+~ to xn and yn+i to y, and the map pE+l sends yn+l to y, and are 
identity elsewhere; finally f;;‘yi = (xi, yi}, i = 1, . . . , n. It is evident hat lim S is the 
discrete sum of two convergent sequences Ci = {xl. . . . , xn,, . . . , x,} and C; := 
{Y I-. . . , Y n, q . . , y,}; lim S’ is the convergent secpence C2; the map lim F is ;;6.n 
identification of Ci and C2. All maps fn are fully closed, since all Y, are finite. But 
lim F is not fully closed at the point yoo. 
2.11. Lemma [Z]. Lets = {Xa, w,“‘: a, (Y’ E A) be an inverse spectrum and let@ E A. lf 
all maps wz are fully closed, then the limit projection RR@ : lim S + XD is also fully closed. 
2.12. Definition. We shall say that the topology of a space X is openly generate’d on 
the set F c X by a family {X ‘a __* X* : a E A}, if for every po:int x E F and every 
neighbourhood U of x there exist an 1x and a neighbourhood V of the point ;ax such 
Ihatfi’Vc U. 
2.13. Lemma. Let f : X + Y be a map, such that there are m!aps f* :X -ir Xa and 
?r, : Xa + Y, a E A, satisfying 
(1) TJ~ =fforalla EA; 
(2) or, is fully closed at a point y E Y for every a! E A; 
(3) the topology of X is openly generated on the set Jr1 y by the family 
{XI”-X,:(UEA}. 
Then f is fully closed at y. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 it is sufficient to prove for every set U, open in X, the set Uy is 
also open. One reeds #,nly to check that each x E U n f-' y is an interior point of U ‘. 
There exist an cy E A and an open set V c X0 such that x E fil V (= LJ. Since na is fully 
closed at y, the set Vy is open. Then x E fi’ V’ c WY. Indeed, 
On the other hand 
fi’ VY = fi’(( v n 7r,ly) v &7: V) 
=(f~lVnf~‘y)uf-%~V~(Unf-ly)v,f’f”W, 
because of fz’ V c LJ and ?r,” V c f” U. Lemma 2.13 is proved. 
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Iff:X+ YisfullyclosedandFisbiosed “nX, theng=flF:F+fFis 
roof. Because of Lemma 2.3, one needs only to check that every set U, open in F. 
and every point y E fF the set Uy =(Ung-‘y)ugW1g#UisopeninF.Let Vbean 
open subset of X such that U = F n Vi The set Vy = (f’y n V) uf’f#V is open in 
X by Lemma 2.3. Further, 
VYnF=(g-lynU)u(FnflfXV~.I 
But Fnf’f#Vcg-‘g”U. Indeed, if x~Fnf”f#V, thenf’fxc V, so 
g-‘gx =Fnf’fxc-Fn Vc U. 
Therefore U n g-l y c V’ n F c U’. Thus Uy is open in F, being the union of the 
two open sets Vy nF and g -‘g#U. Lemma 2.14 is proved. 
Let P be a tree, that is a partially ordered set with a least element such that for each 
X E P the set (-00, X) is well-ordered. The order type of this set we shall call the 
height of the element X and we shall denote it by h(X). The least ordinal cy = h(P), 
such that h(X) < (Y for each X E P, will be called the height of P. 
Let 5 be a maximal chain of P and let ar be less than the order type of 5. Then there 
is a unique element X E P such that X E 6 and h(X) = cy. Sometimes it will be more 
convenient for us to denote this element X by Xt. If X E P and h(X) is an isolated 
ordinal, then the unique predecessor of X will ble denoted byy -X. 
dnition. Let P be a tree, whose objects are topological spaces. A set 
T = &Y, n$ X9 Y’ E P} where &: Y 4 X is a malp for each pair X, YE P such that 
X s Y, will be called a spectral tree if & = l:u and & ?r$ = & for any three 
elements X, Y, Z E P such that X G Y G Z. . 
For given (Y G h(T) = h(P) we shall de:rote the set {X, w$: h(X), h(Y) < a} by 
T(U. Cleaily T 1 CY is a spectral ttde of height (Y. If X E T, then T 1 X = 
{Y, & Y, Z’ <X}. C?early T 1 X is an inverse spectrum for each X E T. 
3.2. . A spectral tree T is called continuous, if for each X E T, whose 
height is a limit ordinal, the natural projection from X to lim (T 1 X) is a homeomor- 
phism. Ird addition we require that the least element of T consists of one point. 
family 
OP. The family {X ; Y 2 Ya : QI E A} is called a fan-product of the 
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if each diagram 
1 
1 
is commutative and for any family { L Y 5 Y, : a E A} such that each diagram 
is commutative, there exists a unique map h : 9 + Y such that g = g/z and & = h,h 
for each a! E A. 
3.4. Theorem. Each family {X 5 X, z Y,: a E A) has a unique fan-product. 
Proof. Firstly uniqueness. Let 
(X&Y%Ya] and {XLYkY,) 
be the fan-products. Let h : Y + Y and h’ : Y + P be the unique maps, which satisfy 
the definition of a fan-product. Then gM’= g and h&h’= h, for each o EA.. But 
according to the definition of a fan-product there exists1 a unique map k : Y + Y such 
that gk = g and h,k = h, for each ar EA. Therefore hh’ = 1 y. In the same way we 
show, that h’h = 1 p. Hence the fan-product is unique. 
Now existence. First of all let 
be a pullback square. Then let {Y k Za : a E A} be a fibre-product (or generalized 
pullback) of the family {Za 2 X: CY E A}. Finally let h, = qtlTa and g = p,~,. Clearly 
h, and g are epimorphisms. It follows from the definition that fag =faparU = 
gd&JCl = gab,. We observe that 
y={(x,(y,: a!EA)):f,(x)=g,(y,)}cXxn KY- 
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be an arbitrary family such that fag = ga& for each cy E A. It follows from the 
definition of a pullback square that for every M EA there exists a unique map 
& : ? -+ Za such that p,& = $ and q$* = 6&. Further, according to the definition of a 
generalized pullback there T:xists aunique map ib : P + Y such that ~,h = G&. There- 
fore 
and 
Theorem 3.4 is proved. 
3.5. Llemma. Let {X : Y 2 Y, : a E A) be the fan-product of the family 
and let x E X. Then g-k is homeomorphic to the product n {g,‘f,x: LY E A). 
roof. We follow the proof of Theorem 3.4., According to the definition of a 
fibre-product pi% is tiomeomorphic to g,‘f,x.. Applying the definition of a fibre- 
product once more we get g-lx = n pi’x ==n g,‘f,x. Lemma 3.5 1s proved. 
Let T be a continuous pectral tree of height cy. A family R = {S, trx: X E T}, 
where S = { Ys, ~5’ : 0, p' c a} is a continuous pectrum and n;,: : Y&j + X is a map 
onto X, will be called a cover of the spectral tree T, if VJ&$:,’ = &‘vx~, for all X, 
X’ E T such that X s X’. 
Let PC h(T) and let R be a cover of T 16. A cover R’ of 2’ is called an extension of 
acoverRonT,ifR’lfi=R. 
3. a. Let T be a continuous spectral tree of height ar and let 10 <ct. Then for 
every cover R of T 1 p there exists its extension R’ on T. 
oof. A cover R’ is constructed by induction. If p is a limit or&al, we use the 
passage to the limit of a spectrum. If p is isolated, then 
is the fan-product of the family 
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We shall say that a cover R of a spectral tree T is :A roll of T, if for 
E T) there exists a unique morphism F =‘. {f@a) : s + S such 
that & = ?rxfhc~~ forall X E 7: 
Now by transfinite recursion we construct a cover B(T) = {s’, 1;~~~: X E T} of T, 
where S = {Ye, ?r$ : a, a’ < h (T)}, which satisfies the following property: the family 
is the fan-product of 
{Y,=-XJ”X:XET,h(X)-a+I}. 
3.8. P’rogerliiesof s(T). (1) B(Tlcu)=B(T)lt~ 
If h(T) is a limit ordinal, then 
(2) !%?(T)=U(%(Tla):a<h(T)}. 
(3) 8(T) = B(F). 
I 
i’ 
Here for an arbitrary category & we denote by A$ the corllpletion of & by all limit 
spaces and all limit projections. 
3.9. Theorem. The cover 8 (T) is the unique roll of 7L 
Proof. Uniqueness follows from the definition of a roll, We show that 8!(T) is a roll 
of T by induction on the height of T. If h(T) = 1, then T == 6R( T) is a roll of itself. We 
suppose that for every continuous pectral tree T of height 01’ c CY the cover a(T) is a 
roll of T. i 
Let T be a continuous pectral tree of height (1~ arid let R = {S’, px : X E T} be an 
arbitrary cover of T.. since s(T) 1 y = 9 (T 1 r), the:+e exists a unique morphism 
, 
Fr = {f; : p c y}: S’lq’-f? Sly 
such that ?r;rr5fhyl~) = px for all X E T 1 ‘y. Because of uniqsueness of &, the: sequence 
{F,, :y c a} is increasing and so fz =r fi+’ = l l s =z fs. 
If CY is a limit ordinal, then F = {,$,) : S’ -) S is the unique morplhism such that. 
r&4x) = 3~ for all % E T Hence 3 (T) is a roll of T. 
Nowletar =(a-l)+l,.wherecu - 1 is a limkt ordinal. It follows from the continuit!: 
of the spectra S’ and S, that the morphism &_i: S’la - 1 + ,§I@ - 1 has a unique 
extension to F: S’ + S. Moreover ~&--i = px for al 1 X E: T such that rcP (X I=: a - 1, 
because of continuity of T. So 3 (T) is a ::oll of T. 
Finally let a! = (a! - 2) + 2. It follows fTom the definition of a fan-product that there 
is a unique map fa_&,_~ + Y,-q., where S’ = (zs, p$ : p, p’ c a) such tha: 
?r,“T:f,q = f&?;z: and ?rxfn-l=: p:r lor all X E T, h(X) =: CY - 1. Therefore again 
unique exterkon of I~~..-~ : S’~CU - 1 + Sla - 1 to .E 5:’ -+ 
hus B(T) is a roll of 2: Theorem 3.9 is proved. 
3, . If B(T) = (S, wx : X E T}, then tthe continuous pectrum S = S(T) 
will also be referred to as the roll of the spectral tree T. 
. SC: es 
.l. on. A continuous pectrum S = (xa, ?r$ : a, a’ < 
(1) r every a, such that a + 1 < @, there is a dktinguished p
I( ~~+‘)-‘xl= 1 for all x E X,\{Z=}; 
(2) &a* = &. 
Now let S ={Yol,pz’: a, LY’ < @} and S’ = (x0, w$: a, a’ C #3] be continuous pec- 
tra of the same length. We suppose in addition that S’ is a simple spectrum. 
efinitionr. We shall say that the spectrum Sdominates S’ if there is a movgnistn 
F = {d,) : S + S’; which will be called a domination, such that 
(a) da is a map onto, 
(b) ld:‘zaI = I, 
(c) d,+&&+‘)-‘d,‘Z~ is a homeomorphism. 
The family 5 = {d,‘&: a + 1 <p} is a thread c?i the spectrum -S = 
{Ya, P:‘: a + 1, a’ + 1 < fl}, that is 5 E lim S = limo S. We shall say that S dominates 
S’ with respect o e. 
4.3. Lemma. If F: S + S’ is a a’tamination with respect to 6, then F 1 a : S 1 a + S’ 1 a is a 
domination with respect to OW&, where oq=: limo S + limo (S 1 a) is the natural pro- 
jection, for every a .C I(S). 
Proof is trivial. 
ma. A domination F: S + S’ with respelct to5 E limo S is unique. 
soof. Let S={Y~,&‘:a,a’<@}, F={d,} ;and S’={X~,&a,d<~}. We 
consider the diagram 
and put X = Y,+l, Y = -_, f= &z+’ and y = &. ?‘hen conditions (I), (2) and (a), 
efinitions 4.1 and 4.2 imply that &+I = Yy, da+1 = fY and nz+’ = IT’. 
(One has only to note that the decompositions of :?@+I induced by da+1 and fY are 
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identical.) Together with continuity of S’, this gives us the uniqueness of F. Lemmti. 
4.4 is proved. 
. Let S be a continuous pectrum. If for every 5 E limo S there e&s 8 
unique domination Fe: S- Se with respec.t to 6, then the spectrum S is called 
scannable. 
From Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 we get 
Jf S is a scannable spectrum of length /3, then for every CY < p the 
s~xcamn S 1 a is also scamable. 
Le: S = (x,, & : a, a' c p} be a scannable spectrum of length /3. We put L, (S) = 
limo (S 1 a + 1) for each Q! < 0. We shall denote by OR:’ the natural projection 
L&S) + I;,(S). The projection limo S + L,(S) will be denoted by ‘?r,. So we ha.ve 
0 
*Cm = omcY+1. 
If la is a limit ordinal, then L,(S) = X,, and if a! = (ar - 1) + 1, then L, <S) = X,+ 
Let x E L,(S), y E L,(S). We shall say that x s y if and only if Q! s LY’ and x = ‘11-z’y. 
With respect o this ordering the set L(S) = U (L,(S): a a;~: r3) is a tree. 
Now let s E L,(S) and let 
Fei =(&):S-*S, ={X$l, %r$ :a’, a”<p) 
be the dominations uch that ‘7r& = On,& = s. By Lemma 4.3 Fri 1 a + 1 I S 1 a + 1 + 
Sri la + I is a domination with respect o olrr,+&. But o~~+r = Ora. So from the 
uniqueness of a domination we get &,I a + I= Sk 1 a f 1 and Fe, I a + 1 == Fh I a + 1 1 In 
particular X2 = X$ and d? = &. Sometimes we shall denote Xf by X” or X;f and 
& by d” or d& where s =O&. 
We consider the set T(S) = lJ {SE: 6 E limo S}. If ‘v~[ = Oar,& then Xze =X$ and 
tfla: = lqay 
a a for all LY’, aNSo. With respect o this identification the set T(S) is a 
spectral tree. Furthermore, if T(S) = IX, &X, YE P}, then the tree P is iso- 
morphic to L(S). 
4.7. Definition. The spectral tree T(S) will be called the scanning of the spectrum S. 
A cont%uous pectral tree T = (X, I& : X, Y E P} will be called a speIctral tree with 
distinguishedpoints, if for each pair X, Y E P such that X c ‘Y there is a distinguished 
point X(X,Y) EX such that 
(i) if X c Y ~2, then &CU. ZJ = X(X, Z) = X(X, n- 
4.8. Definition. A spectral tree T with distinguished points will be called simple if 
(ii) x(x, y) # x(x-2) for all X Y, 2 such that X = - Y = -‘Z and Y # 25 
(iii) I(&)-kl= 1 for each .x E X\{x,, y$. 
Clearly every simple spectrum is a simple spectral tree. 
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ma. If T is a sirng?e spectra tree, X E T, h(X) is a limit ordinal and X has a 
successor in T, then there U a wique distinguished point in Xartd so X has precisely one 
succemor in T. 
roof. Suppose there are at least two distinguish& 1 pc)i.-ts X(X,Y, and x(x,2,. Since T 
IS continuous, there is a space U E T such that U CX and ?r&,t, f &CX, y). On 
the other hand from the condition (i) we get n&~~,~~ = X~U,X) = s&x,y,. This 
contradiction proves the lemma. 
4,310. Definition. We shall say that a simple spectral tree T = (X, V$ : X9 Y s P} k 
saturated, if 
(iv) all maximal chains of P have the same height as P. 
(v) the set #JJ% (-x,x) consists of distinguished points for each X E T with 
non-limit height h (X). 
.ll. Lemma. If S = (x,, flz’: Q. LY’ < p) is a scannable spectrum, then its scanning 
T(S) is a saturated spectral tree. 
Proof. We define the distinguished p&is. Let X, YE T(S) and X < Y. There is 
.e E limo S such that X = X2 and Y = X$ from some cy, cy’ < 6. The spectrum Sr is * 
simple. Hence there is a unique distinguished point f$ E Xi. We put X(X, y) = 26. One 
has to check that this definition is valid. Let f be another point from limo S such that 
X = Xf and Y = Xi,. We have %& = ‘lr(& and so ‘lr,+ 16 = &+I{ = x E Xn. But 
x$ = dix by the definition of a domination. Thus & = dt implies 2: = 36. 
This definition of the distinguished points autonr stically satisfies the condition (i). 
Now let 5, [ E limo S, X2 = Xf and X8+1 # Xs. +I. This means that ‘IT& = ‘~~5. 
but Ova+& # ‘T~+~[. Hence 
and so the condition (ii) is satisfied. 
The simplicity of the spectrum Se gives us the condition (iii). The condition (iv) is 
trivial. Finally the condition rc) from Definition 4.2 implies the condition (v). Lemma 
4.11 is proved. 
4.12. Theoremi. If S is a scannable spectrum, then the family R = (ST d”: s E L(S)] is 
the roll of the spectral tree T(S). 
roof. Firstly we remark that R is a cover of T(Sj. Now let S = (x0, ~2’: cy, cy ’ < 0) 
and let fi = {S, & : s E L(S)}, with S - {.&, 6: : a, a’ (: Y}, be an arbitrary cover of 
T(S). We have to prove that there exists a unique morr: b. ‘sm F = { fa} :8 + S such that 
rs = d’f, for all s E L,(S), a! < 0. Induction on the length of S. If l(S) = 1, then the 
statement istrivial: S and T(S) contain only one space, consisting of one point. Since 
S 1 a is a scannable tree and T(S 1 cu) = T(S) 1 q~ for all a! < ;3, we can make an inductive 
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passage to the limit ordinal 0. The continuity of spectra S, S and the spectral tree 
T(S) makes it possible to pass from @ - 1 to & where fi - 1 is limit. 
Now let /? = (6 - 2) + 2. One needs to show that there exists a unique rnapfO_r such 
that the diagram 
(1) 
is commutative for all s E Lp-I(S). 
Let z E& and let y =fp-&:z EX~._2. Since X0-t =&.-l(S), we have y E 
L&S). Let u E Lo-&S) be the predecessor f y. We consider the diagram 
The point v = d”y is distinguished in X” and d’: (&$’ y + (vi)-‘v is a one-to- 
one correspondence by property (c) from Definition 4.2. So the equation &z = 
d9fS_1z defines fp-1 uniquely and gives the equality v~I:fp_l - fp-&I~. Now we 
show that &z = dsfB-lz for every s E Z &S) such that s # y. Let TV LB-2 be the 
predecessor f s. According to the property (b) from Definition 4.2 the point d’y is 
not distinguished, so (?r:)-‘d ‘y consists of one point. [On the other hand d ‘fB_it E 
(rr:!-‘d’y and &z E (?rf)-‘dry. So 13~ = dSfo_lz. 
Finally fs_l is continuous because all d “f B_ 1 are continuous and the topology of 
X8-r is openly generated by the family 
{X” LxB-1: s EL&+&s)} ~ 
in view of the property (c) from Definition 4.2, and the closedlness of d ‘. By Lemma 
\ 
2.4, Theorem 4.12 follows. * 
4.13. Lemma. Every spectrum S = {Xn, ~nr : m, II E O) of length o with fully closed 
projectiom is scannable. 
Proof. Let e E limo S. The uniqueness of a domination &: S + Se follows from 
Lemma 4.4. Existence is established by induction. We already know (from the proof 
of Lemma 4.4) how to construct he spectrum St and the domination P” One only 
needs to check that this spectrum is Hausdorff. In view o& Lemmr12.6 it is sufficient o 
prove that dn7$’ is fully closed at the point d,,x, where x = “?rr+& E L,+l(S? = 
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This is proved by induction o 4 1 n : passage from n to n t- 1 is according to LemmLL 3.8. 
Lemma 4.13 is prove 
4.84. Lemma. Every xannable spectrum S = &, ?r$ : a, a’< @} has fully closed 
projections. MOFWW for every s E L, (S) the ma,ps d%$ and so d” are fully closed. 
Ir ‘Pd. LGE x E X& = I/‘,, Cl \c / 4 Cl be an arbitrary point and let ‘7rz+k = s E L,(S). We 
nave 
(1) ,J .-y’ = &..f for all s’ E (“*z:‘)-ls; 
(22 4,. ,’ :J full: a% ,ed for all s’ E (‘lr$)- ’ s, since it has at most one non-trivial 
inverse 4,;lagz. viz ;&‘)“d”x ; 
(2 I, he !.ordw g of Xa9 is openly generated on the set (&‘)% = (&)-‘(d”)-‘dk 
#-j3 *,:‘;c, fap..::; 
a.ci .xrkg to the properties (b) and (c) from Definition 4.2. 
IIenl; e the map d%“, is fully closed at the point d”x, because of Lemma 2.13. So by 
LC nra 2.4 the map mz ’ is fully closed at the point x = (d”)-*d”x. 
-We shall prove that d”& and d” are fully closed, by induction on cy. If Q! = 0, then 
* ’ is the idenfiry and d”?rt’ 
Ziiagram 
= w:‘. Now we consider the following commutative 
where o~~flsr = s. We write f = &il, g = ds&‘, Z = X”, Y = Xa+l, X = Xa# and 
z =d’x, where x =skL ,+,(S) = Xa. Then applying Lemma 2.8 we obtain that 
ds’n~~I is fully cllosed. This gives an inductive passage from cu to (Y + 1. 
Now we pass to a limit ordinal CY. We have already proved that the map dS&’ is 
fully closed at the point d’x, where o&1 x = s. Let y E X’, J # d”x. By the definition 
of a scanning and definitions 4.1 and 4.2 the m,ap V$ is a local 5omeomorphism atthe 
point y for some a?‘< a! and s”= ’ &s. Hence d’&’ is fully closed at the point y, 
because d”“r$ is fully closed at the point 7&y. Lemma 4.14 is proved. 
From Lemmas 4.13 and 4.14 we get 
projectior/ts. 
Scannak spectra of length GU are those which have fully closed 
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ry. A mcq f: X --, Yis fully closed if a.Ytd only if tt is the fibre product of a 
family (Y’ L Y. 9’ E Y). 
From the definition and the uniquenless of a domination and from the definition of 
a rcll we obtain two statements. 
.17. a. If (SJ is an increasing sequence of scannable spectra, then the union 
S=UU Sa is also a scannable spectrum. Moreover T(S) = Ucr T(S,-J. 
4.18. Lemma. If S is a scannable spectrum of a limit len;:th, then its completion ,g is 
also a scannable spectrum Mkeover T(S) = T(S). 
Now we shall show that the restriction on the length of the b: I .,. TM n S in Lemma 
4.13 is not accidental. 
9. Example. A spectrum S with fully closed projectio. ;s,, ukh is not scannable. 
The spectrum S will have length w + 2. Let Xn = 1x0, x,, , xZn+l}, let &+* be a 
n--l retraction &x2 = x0, & = xl, and IT,, X2n+2 = 
h 
X2n-1, rrr X2n+3 =~2,~+j for n 2 1, 
Since S has to be continuous, we have X, = (~0~ x1, . . p x,, . . . , x,) i.e. XU is a 
convergent sequence. The map ?rr is the identity on Xfl, sends the set {x~~+~, * . * , x,} 
to the point x2n+l and sends ~2”+2 to ~2~~~. Finally 
X w+* = {Xo,Xt,...,Xn ,... 9x,,x;}, 
where 1x0, xl, x.;, . . . , ~~-1, . . . , xm} and [x2, x4, . . . , .Y~,,-,.~~, . _ , x2) are con- 
vergent sequences. The map ,r=E+’ sends the points xi a:ld xz ( ,?e point x~. All 
maps are f;:lly closed: ~r+l has one non-trivial inverse image . “na gzfl, ~nft’ are 
maps into finite spaces. 
We assume that there exists a doGnation F,: S + S, = ( Ya, pk ; with respect to 
S = xoo E limo S. Then Yn = (ye, y 1, . . . , yn+r}, L = {yo, y l, . l l , y,, l l . , ym}. ‘The 
maps 
n+l 
Pn : Yn+P x-z, p:: Y&r,+ Yn 
are retractions and pl+’ o Y,,+~. The map do E F4 is a homeomorphism, 
dtxo = yo, dlxl = yl!, dlx2 = yo, 61x3 == ~2, dn 1 X,,-I = d,+ dnxzli = y,~ and 
&x2,+1 = ~,~+r. Further dU 1 Xn = d, and h&x, = yU. The map f = dw?rz-” : Xw+r --) Yw 
coincides with a projection p: an;’ x {O, a!+ CWN, where crN is a convergent sequence. 
So f is not fully closed at the point yoo. But Yw+r = ( YU)p (see the proof of Lemma 
4.4). By Lemma 2.7, Yo+r is not Mausdorff, which is a contradiction. 
5. The saturated spectral tree and its rc~B1 
3. Let Tbe a saturated spectral tree and let%!(T) = (S(T), ex : X E T) be 
or roll of T. Then (T) L a scannable z?jzc:rzdrn a d T(S(T)) == 1: 
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roof. Induction on the height of T. I[‘: It(T) = 1, then T = S(T) = T(S(T)). We 
assume that the statement is true for all saturated spectral trees of height C/l?. Let 
h(T) = 0. For all cp! c /3 the tree T 1 a is saturated and T 1 a = T(S(T 1 a)). 
Let 0 be a limit ordinal. The sequence {S( T 1 a )} = {S(T) 1 a} is increasing. So 
S(T)=U{S(T(a):w:P} is a scannable spectrum by Lemma 4.17. Moreover 
T(S(T))=U{T(S(Tlla)):a cP}. But T(S(Tlcw))= Tlac. Therefore T(S(T))= T. 
Now let @ = (@ - 1) -11, where @- 1 is a limit ordinal. Then S(T) = S( T I p - 1) by 
the property (3) of the I 011. According to Lemma 4.18 the spectrum S(T) is scannable 
and 
_---- 
T(S(T))=T(S(T)IP-P)=T(S(T)(P-l)=T(S(TIP-l))=TIP-l=T. 
Finally let @ = (p - 2) + 2. Let S(T) =:(x0,$* : a, a’< 0) and let x E X0-2 = 
limo S(T). By the inductive assumption the spectrum S(T) i/3 - 1 = S( T I@ - 1) is 
scannable a:ld T(S( T) 1~ - 1) = Tip - 1. Let 6 = O~~-lx E limo(S( T) 1 p - 1). There 
exist a unique simple spectrum SE = (Xz, %=$: a, LY’ < @ - I} and a unique domina- 
tion FE = {& ) : S(T) 1 p - 13 Se Furthermore, Se is a maximal chain of the spectral 
lree TIP - 1,. 
We show that y = d$_zx is a distinguished point of Xi_,. If p = (0 - 3) + 3, then 
6 E X0-3 and y E (‘~~1~)-~d~-& So y is a distinguished point by pro:perty (v) of 
saturated trees. If p - 2 is a limit ordinal, then by the definition of a domination each 
point vTTo ’ 0m2y = d$ ‘Q, where a <p -2 and ‘pa: limo(S(T)(@ - 1)+X is the 
natural projection, is distinguished. On the other hand by property (iv) there is a 
successor Y of the space X = X$-z. By property (i) we have 
Hence x(.x, y) = y in view of the continuity of Se By property (ii) there is unique space 
Y E T such that y = xfx, y). The space Xi- I = Y defines a maximal chain Sx = 
SAJ1X;*-1, x&:} of the tree T. 
Let X’E X0_, and x’ # x. If 6’ = o~6_1x’ # o~O-lx = 5, then St8 16 St and so Sx Z S,+ 
If 6’ = 6, then by property (c) of a domination dg-2~ # d&& and so S, se Sxt (these 
simple spectra h;*ve different distinguished points at level /3 - 2). 
Now let Sl be a maximal chain in T. By prfaperty (iv) the spectrum Sr has length p. 
Let Y =: x(x~_,, xb+) E X&_,. There is a unique point 5 E limo(S( 1’) 1p -- l)., such that 
S(T) I fif - 1 dominates Sr I@ - I with respect o 6. By the definition of a domination 
~~=Cil~):S(T)~P-l-,S~~Cr:-1w,ehaveJ(~~~-~)-1yl=1and~~~-n(d~-~;~-‘y=~.If 
we put x = (d&)-‘y, then Sx = S, according to the construction of Sx, 
Thus we have constructed a one-to-one correspondence between XB-2 = 
limo S(T) and the set of all maximal chains S.C of the spectral tree T. At remains only to 
show that the restriction Fx of the roll 9!(T) to Sx is a domination for every n E Xa-.2. 
k:perty (a) of 4.2 is satisfied by the definition of a roll. The property (b) is satisfied by 
the coslstruction of Sx. Finally 
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is a fan-product of the family 
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by the construction of 9(T). Hence (&$‘x is homeomorphic to 
17{(x’tr;~;)-1d;‘-2x: ’ E XOe2}, 
by Lemma 3.5. But (di-&‘d&x’ = x’. Therefore d&x is not a distinguishled point 
of the spectrum &, if x # x’. Hence from the property (iii) we get I(x’ngI: )-‘d&x I= 
1 if x #x’. Thus (I$I$~x is homeomorphic to (x$$1d~_2x. Theorem 5.1 is 
proved. 
Let T = {X, &‘I and T’ = (Y, v F’} be spectral trees. The family M - (fix : X E T} 
i!; called a morphism from T to T’ if 
(1) px is the map from X onto some YE T’ with h(X) = h(Y) flor every X E T. 
(2) if Y’ = codom px’, X c X’, Y < Y’, h(X) = h(Y) then codom ,ux = Y and the 
diagram 
(1) 
is commutative. 
If T and T’ are spectral trees with distinguished points we demand in addition, that 
(3) the image of a distinguished point is a distinguished point and hxx!x, x8) = 
x(y, y’) for every diagram (I). A morphism AI: T + T’ is called an injection, if 
(4J X z X’ _ codom gx # codom fix’. 
(5J fix is a homeomorphism for every X E T. A morphism M: T --, T” is called an 
epimorphism, if
(4,) for every Y E T’ there is X E T such that Y = codom PX. 
Let T be a simple spectral tree. A pair (M, T’), where T’ is a saturated spectral tree 
with h (T’) =: h(T) and M: T + T’ is an injection, is called a saturated extension of T. 
,A saturated extension (I&, Sat T) of T is called a saturation of T, if for each 
saturated elctension (M, 2”‘) of T there exists a unique epimorphism AN’: T’ + Sat T 
ssuch that 
fl:mmla. A saturati’on is unique. 
If T is a aatwated spectral tree, then T is the unique saturated exterasion 
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5.4. Lemma. All conizectirzg projections nz. from (Sat T)\T are homeomorphisms. 
5.5. emma. If T’ is a satwated extension of T 1 a, then there is a saturated extension 
T” of T, such that T” 1 CY = T’. 
5.6. Lemma. Sat{ T 1 CY ) = Sat T 1 CY. 
5.7. Len7a. Sat T = Sat T 
Theorem. Every simple spectral tree T has a unique saturation Sat T. 
Proof k by induction on h (T). The passage to a limit ordinal fl is according to 
Lemmas S 2 and 5.5. The passage from a limit ordinal /3 to 0 + 1 is according to 
Lemma 5.7. To pass from /3 + 1 io p + 2 we add solme homeomorphisms. 
Slight?;q changing the proof of Theore,m 5.1 we get 
§A Thewznn. If T is a simple spktral tree, then S(T) is a scannaMe spectrum and 
T(§(T)) = Sat Til: 
Let T = {XI, &) be a simple spectral tree. A distinguished point X,X, k, E X E T is 
cslled trivial if I(&)-‘qx,y~l = 1 for % G Y such that X = -2. We denote by S(T) the 
set of all non-trivial distinguished points of T (according to the definition of a spectral 
tree with distinguished points, the distinguisheci points .qx,y) and x(x.2) are identical 
if (X < Y < Z). The set 6(T) is partially ordered in a natural way: for x E X and y E Y 
we have x =G y if and only if X G Y and &y = x. 
Let S = (x,, 7~;) be a well-ordered spectrum. A point x E Xa is called trivial if 
I( vz+l >-‘xl= 1. We de note by v(S) the set of all non-trivial points of S. The set v(S) 
k partially ordered in the same way as S(T). 
5.10. Lemma. If T is a simple spectral tree, then there is an isomorphism 
e: v(S(T)) + S(T) such that e(x) - d%(x) for x EX, for each SE limo S(T) with 
&[ = x, where & : limo S(T) +Xa is the natural projection (here we assume that 
T c Sat T and Sat T = T(S(T)) by Theorem 5.9) 
roof. First we verify that the definition e(x) = d$ (x) is valid, that is d$ (x) = dt (x) if 
7Q = ?Tiaf = x. We have & =.‘?r, +1 =oma+2 (see the definition of a scanning T(S)). 
Therefore d f = di by Lemma 4.3. 
Conditions (b) and (c) from Definition 4.2 imply the inclusion e(v(S( T))) 3 S(T). 
Theorem 5.1 implies the inclusion e( v(S( T))) c 6(T), Finally the definition of a 
domination impiies that e is an isomorphism. Lemma 5.10 is proved. 
We recall that a map f: X-a Y has countable weight (see [ ), if there is an 
embedding L :X + Y x I”, such that f = m, where I” is the ilbert cube and 
7r: Y Y I” 3 Y is the projection. 
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Afullyclosedmapf: X + Yhascountable weightifandonlyif thereis 
a countable set C c Y such that 
(1) if-‘yl= 1 for every y E Y\C, 
(2) w(f-ly)bg forevery y EC. 
roof. Sufficient y . irstly we consider the case C = (y }. There is an embedding 
g: f-' y + IO. Let h :X -) I” be an extension of the map g. Now we define the map 
c: X + Y x I" in the following way 
LX = (fx, hx). 
Clearly f = WA. Furthermore, L is an embedding, being an injective map from a 
compact o a Hausdorff space. 
Now the general case. By Corollary 4.16 the family 
{X fY -Y :yEY) 
is a fibre product of the family 
(Yy-Y:yEY}. 
This means that there is an embedding K: X + n (Y’: y E Y}, such that fy = py~, 
where py : n {Y’ : z E Y} + Yy is the projection. Moreover, if 
pc:n{YY: YE Y}+lJ{YY: yd} 
is the projection, then KC =~CK is an embedding. Indeed, if x, X’E X and fx Z fx’, 
then fx = lr’f ‘x # ?r’f ‘x’. Hence f ‘x # f ‘x’ and so py~x # py~x’ for every y. Therefore 
pcKX # pcKX ‘. If x#x’ and fx=fx’=y&‘, then fyx#fyx’, because f’lf-‘y is a 
one-to-one correspondence. We again have PCKX Z pcKx’. 
Further, let A,: Yy + Y x 1; be an embedding, constructed above, such that 
9ry = nyhy, where I; is a copy of the Hilbert cube ant’ n;: Y x 1; + Y is the 
projection. We denote by 
A:lJ{YY: yEC}+n{Yq: YEC) 
the product of embeddings A,. 
Now let x E X. We have 
AKcX .-y (Ayf yx)yEc = ((WyAyf ‘x, q,A,f ‘x)),,c 
where qv: Y xl: 4: is the projection. We put q,AyfYx = t,x. Hence AK& = 
((fx, fYd)YEc3 We define two maps. Let 
A:Yxfl{I;: y~C}+n{Yd;: yd} 
be the following embedding: 
A(y, (sy~,ly~ec) = ((y, s,dvw~ 
er, let L :X -+ Y x n (1; : y E C} be defined in the followkg way: 
LX = (f& (tyx)yEc). 
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We have AL = AK=. Hence L is an embedding. Finally f = 7r6, where 7t: Y X 
n (1; : y E C}+ Y is the projection. Thus f has countable weight. 
Necessity. Let f : X + Y be a fully closed map of countable weight. Let C = 
{y~Y:If-~yI>l}.WeassumethatXcYxI”andf=?rIX,where~r:YxI”~Yis 
the projection. Let !2? = ( Ui} be a countable base in I“‘. We denote by J the set of all 
(i, j) E o X .m such that U,, 6 Ub Let Vi = Y X Ui* For (i, j) E J let 
C ~i,~,={yEC:f-lyn~fO and f’y\v#0}. 
We have C=U{C~i,~]: (6, j) E J}. Indeed, let y E C and let xl, x&-‘y, x1 + x2. 
Since a is a base in I”, there is a pair (i, j) E J such that x1 E {y} x Ui, x2 & {y} x U-. It 
follows that y E C’,,i,. 
It remains to prove t at all sets C’,,i, are finite. We assume that some C’,,j, is 
infinite. Let y be a limit point of Cci,j,. We put 01 f X n V, 02 = X\q. By definition 
of C,,j, we have C’,,j, c Y\f#Ol u f”O 2. Hence y is a limit point of the set 
Y\f#Ol uf#Oq. On the other hand {01,02} covers X, so {y}ufXOlufilcO~ is 
open. This contradiction shows that C (i,i) is finite. Theorem 6.1 is proved. 
6.2. Remark. The analysis of this proof shows that for a fully closed map f: X + Y 
we have the following formula 
@=C {w(f-‘y): y E Y, lf-‘ylr 1). 
We !;hall say that a spectral tree T is a C-,tree if all connecting maps & E T have 
countable weight. 
6,3. Definition. A space X will be cal1e.d a simple C-space, if X is a limit of a simpk 
C-spectrum. 
Immediately from Definition 6.3 we get 
6.4. Lemma. A space X is a simple C-space if and only ifX = IJ { Oa: QI < p}, where 
(I) O,isopenforeachc<@; 
(2) (3, c Oar, if ff c:a’<B; 
(3) O~=U(O,~~‘<a)foreachlimitordinalar<~; 
(4) Oa + JOa has a countable base, for lits ubspace topology for each a with Q! + 1 c p. 
6.5. Corollary. Every closed subspace of a simple C-space is a simple C-space. 
efinition. A space X will be called a C-space, if X = lim S(T), where T is a 
simple C-tree. 
3. A space X will be called fully separable if X is a hereditarily 
separable C-space. 
It is true, that X is fully separable if and only if 
X admits an irreducible fully closed zap to some metrizable 
losed subset of 
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* Every simple C-space X with cc(X) G o is fully separable. 
(1);(4; 
Let X = U (Oa: QY c p}, where the sequence (0,) satisfies the conditions 
from Lemma 6.4, and let Ua = Int(O,+l\O,). Since c(X) G O, the set 
U = U (U*: cy + 1 < p} has a countable base. Now we shall show that X\U is 
nowhere dense in X We assume t Tat V = Int(X\U) # 0. Let a = 
min{a’: V n Oao # 8), In this case Q! is isolate by condition (3) from Lemma 6.4. 
Since V n Oa-l = G, we have VnO,cO,\ a-l. This contradicts the condition 
V n U,-I = 0. So X\U is nowhere dense in X 
Let Y be the quotient space of X with respt :t to the decomposition, whose only 
non-trivial element is X\U. The simple qr jtient map f: X -, Y is irreducible, 
because X\U is nowhere dense. Finally Y has I cuuntable base, being Alexandroff’s 
compactification of the locally compact space U with countable base. 
Thus we have proved that every simple C-space X with c(X)su admits an 
irreducible fully closed map onto a space with a countable base. But every closed 
subset F of a simple C-space with cc(X) G o is a simple C-space with c(F) G O. 
Lemma 6.9. is proved. 
6.10. Ccslunterexample (1SH). There exists a perfectly normal non-separable C- 
space X. 
Construction. Let T = (Y, v F’ : Y, Y’ E P} be a simple spectral tree such that: 
(1) P is a Souslin tree, in which every element has infinitely many followers; 
(2) for every distinguished point x(-y, y) the inverse image (&)-‘x(--y, Y) is 
homeomorphic to the unit interval and has non-empty interior. 
(3) the set of distinguished points is dense in (v-‘,)-‘x(-y, y) for every - Y E 13. 
Since P is uncountable, the condition (2) implies non-separability ofX = lim S( 7’). 
If S(T) =(x,, 77:‘: cy, cy ’c WI}, then every Xa is metrizable. Every open set U c X is 
the union of F,-sets Ua = T,’ rr,” U, a! c w 1. If the sequence (V,} is not stable, we can 
find an uncountable anti-chain in P. Indeed suppose there is an uncountable set 
A c 01 such that &+I\& # 0 for each a! E A. It follows that 
w&T~+~ U\fliil (WE+’ )-5&J Z 0 or vZ+~ U\(~I-Z+~)-*T~U f 0. 
Hence there is a non-trivial point x,& rr,#U, such that (G-~+‘)-~x, n &+I U ?c 8. By 
Lemma 5.10 and the property (3) of the tree P there exists a non-trivial point 
IfM,pEA,pccw,then7r cu+l ~I$J,+~ z Y@+~, because 7t’u ya+l =x,& dW and ~0 
r;&u+1= Irp”+1x& (7r;f+1 )%,“LJ = gT+lu. 
Therefore the set Y = {y,+ 1: a E A} is an anti-chain. Further we shall assume that A 
is thin, that is a! 2 J? + 2 for every pair @ <Q! from A. By Lemma 5.10 the set e(Y) is 
also an anti-chain. For each z E e(Y) we take 2 E P such that z = x(-2.z). Since all .z 
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have different heights., the set Q = {Z E P: .x - ( z,z)~ e( Y )j is uncountable. Let us 
assume that Z1 < 22 for some Zi, 22 E 0. Since e( Y) is an anti-chain &&-zz,zz~ + 
x~-~~,Z~). On the other hand by the definition of a spectral tree with distinguished 
points 
P-‘&-z2.z2, = &1&QI-ZL*Z2)* 
But it follows from the thinness of A that Z,# -22 and so 
This contradiction shows that Q is an anti-chain. All properties of our counter- 
example are checked. 
Now we shall prove the following statement, which will be useful subsequently. 
Al. Lemma (MA+ 1CI-I). Every almost perfectly normal, compact, separable 
space X with cc(X) s w is a sum of a countabie set and a perfect set. 
Proof. Let Xc* be an LY -derivative set of X. We claim that there is a countable ordinal 
Q! such that X” =Xa? ?Vc assume that this is false and consider X”’ = 
nw Q! <~1). There are two cases. 
Case 1. XQ’l is perfect. There is countable se’quence of neighbourhoods U, of X”’ 
such that X”’ = n { Ui: i G o}. Since cc(X) 6 W, every set X\X” is countable. On the 
other hand the open sets X\X” cover the compact set X \& EIence X\U, is 
countable and SO X\X”’ = U(X\Ui: i E 0) is countable. But X\X”l is the union of 
the sequence {X\X” : a < WI}, which is strictly increasing. Contradiction 
Case 2. X”* has an isolated point x. Let U be a neighbourhood of x such that 
ii /I X”’ = {x}. Since 101 s 01, x(x, 0) G al. On the other hand 0 is separable. In 
this case Martin’s axiom implies that there is a sequence, coverging to x (see [8]). 
Therefore x(x, X) = o, because X is almost perfectly normal and so property (3) may 
be invoked. Consequently x possesses a countable neighbourhood. But this implies 
that x ti X” for some ar < wi. Contradiction. Le.mma 6.11 is proved. 
If we assume Jensen’s principle: 0 (see [7]), then there is a fully separable almost 
perfectly normal space X of carclinality 2’ (see I[S]). 
(MA + iCEI). Every compact fuli’y separable, almost perfectly 
n(ormal space X is perfectly normal and so 1x1 s c. 
roof. By Proposition 1.3 it is enough to prove that X is first-countable. Let x E X 
and let Sx be a simple spectrum, dominated by S( !I’), where T is a simple C-tree from 
6.6, ant,! let Xx = lim $. By Therrrem 5.9, & c Salt Z So Xx is a simple C-space. Let 
xx : X -+ -Xx be the limit of the domination F’ : S(T) + & and y = n;x. Since vi1 y = x 
(by property (b) of a domination), it is enough to prove that y has a countable base of 
neighbourhoods. ut we shall prove more: is first-countable. 
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e can assume that Xx = I J (0 *: a < h (T I}, where the sequence {Gti I r;atisfies 
conditions (l)-(4) from Lemma 6.4. We s’aall prove by induction that 0, is 
first-countable. The set Or is second- and1 so tirst-countable. The passage to a limit 
ordinal Q! is by condition (3). Now we make the passage from Q! to Q + 1. One needs to 
check that every point z E Oa+l \O, has a c!ountable base of neighbourhoods inXx or, 
equivalently, &z is a G8-set in X. In view of Lemma 6.11 and Lemma 1.4, it is 
su#icient to show that every point u E &‘a )\K, where # is the perfect kernel of 
&, has a countable base of neighbourhoods. We assume that there is a point 
u E (&)\K of uncountable character elative to X. Since X is almost perfectly 
normal, ws *nay invoke property (3) to see that u is isolated in ?r,‘a. There are 
disjoint sets U and V, open in X, such that ?r,‘z c U u V and U n a,‘~ = (u). Since 
n;, is fully closed (by Lemmas 4.14 and 4.18), there is a neighbourhood W of z such 
that 
Let Y = @\?rz V. The set ?r,#U contains no sequence converging to z, because any 
such sequence could be lifted to a sequence in U converging to u. Hence Y\(t) is 
countably compact. Since z has countable character in O,+r\O,, it is isolated in 
Y n (Oo+l\Oa) so without loss of generality we can assume Y n (Oa+l\Oa) = (2). 
Now we show that the complement of any closed non-compact set F c Y\(t) is 
a-compact. Since Y is compact, Py = F u {z} for every closed. non-compact set 
F c Y\(r). We put @ = F u {t}, 2 = ?T;’ Y and v = nx 12. Note that u is not isolated 
in in-‘@ since v is fully closed. Suppose that 2, is an isolated point in n-‘@. Then 
v # u and v is isolated in &WV. But rrv E Oa and by the induction hypothesis has a 
countable base of neighbourhoods. Hence x(u, Z) 6 O. Now suppose v is not isolated 
in P-‘@ and that v E (&P)l\( ?~-~a))’ for I< y <ol; then we still have X(U, 2) SW 
by Property (3) of almost perfect normality. Thus by Lemma 6.12 and Lemma 1.4, 
or-‘@ is a Gs-set in Z, so Z\?r-‘@ is a-compact. Therefore (Y\(z})\F = ~r(Z\gr-‘a) 
is c+compact. 
Finally Martin’s axiom and the negation of the Continuum Hypothesis imply (see 
Lemma 6.13) that Y\(z) is compact, being a countably compact locally compact 
separable space, whose closed non-compact subsets have a-compact complements. 
So the point z is isolated in Y. But wil Y contains a neighbourhood &W n 
({u} u &rf U) OH the point U. Hence u is isolated in X, being isolated in 7ri-r a, This 
contradicts the inequality x(u, X) 2 0~1. Theorem 6.12 is proved. 
Lemma. 6.13. (MA + lCH), Etlery countably com.pac,t, locally compact st?parable 
space, whose closed non-compact subsets hazlje cr-compact complements, is compact. 
roof. Let X be such a space. We assume that X is not compact. Then there exists an 
open cover % of X which contains no countable subcover. Therefore all elenlents 
% are a-compact. Since X = U % and % has no countable subcover there is 8 fam 
~1=(U,:a!<wl}of~lembersof~suchthatforcu<:ol,II,~,U,ZU,so+t UJf 
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u y.+ V, were a-compact we should have U’y<(uJ V, = UYLsa W, for some cy < 01, a 
contradiction. Since U @I is not a-compact, X\U%; is compact. So % contains a 
subcover V of cardinality ol. Then the point co in the Alexandroff compactification 
X u (00) of X has character swi, because all elements of V are cr-compact. On the 
other hand X u (cl01 is separable. In this case Martin’s axiom and the negation of the 
Continuum Hypothesis imply that there is a sequence converging to 00 (see [8]). This 
contradicts countable compactness of X Lemma 6.13 is proved. 
emark. Assuming Martin’s axiom and the negation of the Continuum Hypothesis, 
W ./LR. Weiss proved [ 131 that every countably compact space, whose closed subsets 
are Gs, is compact. The following question arises: 
Is it true that Martin’s axiom and the negation of the Continuum Hypothesis imply 
the compactness of every countably compact space, whose closed non-compact 
subsets are Gs? 
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